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Abstract
This paper addresses the numerical investigation of the Reynolds Number dependence of the
flow in scale models of stormwater retention ponds. Scale modeling is a method to understand
the hydrodynamics of field ponds. However, the basis of the scaling criteria for modeling the
ponds hydraulics used in most of the previous research is questionable and hence its reliability
is limited.
This paper for the first time elucidates the scaling issues focusing on the Reynolds Number
dependence and geometric scale ratios. The overall conclusion of this paper is that Froude
Number similarity should not be taken as the only key criterion for scaling the hydraulics of
retention ponds, but careful consideration should be given also to the geometric scale ratios
and/or the Reynolds Number independence.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The performance of stormwater retention ponds is directly linked to their hydrodynamics. To
obtain hydraulic data from field ponds is difficult and the results may only be applicable for
the conditions which were present during the field data collection. Further it is difficult to
obtain repeatable data from field ponds. Due to these difficulties the use of scale models is a
common practice to improve the understanding of pond hydraulics. However for meaningful
results the model should be based on sound principles of hydraulic modeling and should have
flow Reynolds Number above a certain value to represent the fully turbulent field flows. For
accurate simulation of flow in a scale model, the model should display similarity of length
ratio, velocity ratio and force ratio with those of the prototype. These ratios are called
geometric, kinematic and dynamic similarities, respectively.
Geometric similarity is not enough to ensure the comparison of flow conditions between
model and prototype. It is kinematic similarity which makes the flow conditions in a model
scalable to those of the prototype. The combination of these two similarities leads to scale
ratios of time, discharge and other variables between the model and the prototype.
To maintain kinematic similarity some dimensionless parameters (Froude Number, Reynolds
Number) must have the same value in the model and the prototype. However it is not possible
to maintain Froude Number and Reynolds Number similarity at the same time in the
prototype and the model, if the fluid used is the same in both (i.e. water). Froude Number
similarity implies Vr = Lr while Reynolds Number similarity implies Vr = 1 Lr , where Vr
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and Lr are velocity ratio and length ratio between model and prototype respectively.
Clearly these two equations are incompatible.
In most of the previous research regarding scale modeling of pond hydraulics, the
compromise was made on the Reynolds Number similarity and the Froude Number was
considered as the key criterion for scaling the kinematic similarities between model and
prototype (Adamsson et al. 2005; Adamsson et al. 2002; Adamsson et al. 2003; Quarini et al.
1996; Shilton 2001).
However for small flow rates and/or laboratory models of very large field ponds, with Froude
Number similarity the flow may be laminar with a very small Reynolds Number (Adamsson
2004; Shilton 2001). Hence the reliability of the model pond becomes questionable when
applied to the full scale pond.
To the best of our knowledge, this paper for the first time focuses on the Reynolds Number
dependence of the flow in laboratory model ponds in connection with different geometric
scale ratios and Froude Number and Reynolds Number Similitude criteria. In this study the
hydrodynamics of a field retention pond in the Auckland Region, New Zealand were studied
using scale models at four different geometric scale ratios between model and prototype. For
kinematic similarity between model and prototype all the models were operated first
according to Froude Number similarity and then according to Reynolds Number similarity.
Also, the Reynolds Number dependence was investigated under conditions where both Froude
Number and Reynolds Number similitude was considered.

2. METHODOLOGY
2.1 Case studies
In this study the Reynolds Number dependence of the flow in laboratory models of a field
retention pond was studied. Fourteen different cases were investigated having similar pond
shape but with different sizes. The sizes were selected in such a way that the numerical
models cover a large range of geometric scale ratios of model ponds from a very small size to
a relatively large size of the models. The cases studied are as follows:






Case A (Full scale pond with geometric scale ratio of 1:1)
Case F1 (The full scale pond was scaled down at a geometric scale ratio of 1:40)
Case F2 (The full scale pond was scaled down at a geometric scale ratio of 1:10)
Case F3 (The full scale pond was scaled down at a geometric scale ratio of 1:7)
Case F4 (The full scale pond was scaled down at a geometric scale ratio of 1:5)

The other cases were the same in their size and shape to the above cases. Cases R1, R2, R3
and R4 are similar to F1, F2, F3 and F4 respectively in their geometric scale ratios except that
the ‘R’ cases were operated according to Reynolds Number similarity between model and
prototype and the ‘F’ cases were operated according to the Froude Number similarity. A
different case, Case R5, was also tested in which a compromise between Froude Number and
Reynolds Number similarity was considered. The Case R5 was operated at 1.25 l/s discharge
which was 4 times less discharge compared to its corresponding Case R2.
All the above cases were tested for a symmetrical inlet. However, the Cases F1, F2, R1 and
R4 were also tested for asymmetrical inlet location and are referred to as F1S, F2S, R1S and
R4S.

2.2 Model set-up
For the present study, fourteen 3D numerical models were developed using Ansys-CFX
(Baawain et al. 2006; Khan 2009a; Rasmussen and McLean 2004). To accurately model the
hydrodynamics of the flow, the geometries of all the model ponds were kept similar to that
used in the field. The model ponds were trapezoidal in cross-section with side slopes of 2:1
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(h: v). The circular inlet and outlet were placed at the ends of the ponds. The geometry of the
full scale pond and the inlet and outlet dimensions were scaled down at four different
geometric scale ratios. The geometric scale ratios tested were 1:40, 1:10, 1:7, 1:5 and 1:1
respectively. The flow rate and water level in the model ponds were measured first according
to their geometric scale ratios and Froude Number similarity and then also according to
Reynolds Number similarity. The dimensions of the full scale pond were: top length = 41m;
top width = 15m; bottom length = 30m; bottom width = 5m; depth = 2.3m. The inlet and
outlet pipe diameters were 450mm and 1050mm, respectively, while the inlet discharge was
50 l/s based on a storm event discharge in the field, around the Auckland Region, New
Zealand.
For this study, the most robust boundary conditions were applied. The flow region to be
modeled was identified as a 3D region. A constant mass flow rate was applied at the inlet
while the outlet was modeled as a pressure outlet. The flow direction was set normal to the
inlet boundary conditions and the turbulence intensity at inlet was set at a high level, a value
of 30-40%. All other default 2D regions, like the sides and bottom of the pond, were modeled
as walls with no slip boundary conditions. The top of the ponds is a free surface and was
modeled as a symmetry surface for simplification, which provides free slip conditions for
tangential fluid motion with no fluid motion across the surface (Adamsson 2004; Khan
2009b).
The well known k-𝜀 turbulence model was used in this study. The simulation was undertaken
for steady state conditions to obtain the solution for the three components of velocity,
pressure, momentum, and turbulence components. The second order discretization scheme
was used with a physical time step of 2 to 5 seconds.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1 Flow dynamics
The flow regime within the model pond was measured for four different geometric scale
ratios. The reference pond for this study was the Alpurt B2 Motorway flocculation pond in
Auckland, New Zealand, which is the area under consideration for this study. Two dynamic
similarities (Froude Number and Reynolds Number) were tested to investigate the Reynolds
Number dependence of the flow in the model ponds. The inlet jet Reynolds Number (Rej) was
calculated using inlet diameter and jet velocity and the Reynolds Number within the main
circulation cell (Rec) was calculated using average velocity (averaged over the horizontal area
of the pond) at 60% depth of the flow within the pond and flow depth.
The results show that the models based on Froude Number scaling criterion have Reynolds
Numbers many orders of magnitude lower than the Reynolds Number of the prototype in both
regions, i.e. the main circulation zone and the region near and around the inlet (Tables 1 and
3). The results also show that the Rec values are approximately 30% of the Rej values for
both scaling criteria (Froude Number and Reynolds Number) for all the studied cases.
However, the Reynolds Number within the dead zones and the regions near walls are typically
lower than 30% of Rej due to smaller velocities in these regions. The velocities in these
regions are less accurate which make the estimation of Reynolds Number more difficult in
these regions. The Reynolds Numbers (Rec) in the main circulation cell for Froude Number
similarity based models were very low at larger geometric scale ratios and were found to be in
the laminar flow range (Table 1, Case F1). The Reynolds Number in Cases F1 and F1S was
only 146-147 indicating a completely laminar flow which is not representative of fully
turbulent flow in the field with Reynolds Number above 105. Similarly the Reynolds Number
for Cases F2 and F2s was relatively low and there is a chance that in regions of low velocities
(dead zones) the flow may fall in the laminar regime for this value (Tables 1 and 3). Case F4
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resulted in high enough Reynolds Number but this case is physically large and may be
difficult to build in the laboratory due to limited space.
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Fig 1. Reynolds Numbers in main circulation cell (Rec) at different geometric
scale ratios for Froude Number similitude
The Reynolds Numbers (Rec) in model ponds with Froude Number similitude were found to
increase with the increase in the size of the model pond. Figure 1 shows that there is a linear
relationship between the geometric scale ratios and the Reynolds Numbers of the model
ponds. The relationship can be described as y = 36755x − 2109.9 with R2 = 0.9964, where
y = Reynolds Number (Rec) within the main circulation cell and x = geometric scale ratio
and R2 = coefficient of determination with a range of 0-1. To avoid such situations where
longer model ponds lead to higher Reynolds Number, all the above cases were again tested
according to Reynolds Number similarity between model and prototype. The cases based on
Reynolds Number similarity resulted in turbulent flow. In all cases, the Reynolds Number was
above 1×104.
The main limitation with the use of the Reynolds Number similarity criterion is that it implies
unnecessarily high velocities in the model pond which may cause erosion of the already
settled particles and hence may cause difficulties while studying particle settling behaviour in
a model pond. Reynolds Number similitude also leads to very short residence times due to
high velocities in the model pond. The flow within the model pond will become Reynolds
Number independent at a particular value of Reynolds Number. Operating the model in the
Re-independent range would be advantageous. However, the value of Rec for completely
turbulent flow is unknown. Case R5, which was operated under conditions where Froude
Number and Reynolds Number similitude were both considered, resulted in 73-77% lower
velocities compared to the corresponding Case R2 (Table 2). The Reynolds Number (Rec) for
Case R5 remains above 1×104 within the main flow cell of the pond (Table 2), which is
adequate to ensure fully turbulent flow.
Changing the symmetrical inlet to an asymmetrical inlet has a lesser effect on Rec. The Cases
R1S and R4S have Rec very near to the Cases R1 and R4 and similarly the Cases F1S and F2S
result in a Rec which is comparable to that for Cases F1 and F2.

3.2 Flow patterns
The simulated flow patterns for all the cases of symmetrical inlet are shown at three different
depths in Figure 2. The flow patterns are depicted at 15%, 50% and 85% depth from the water
surface. The flow paths are represented by stream lines. All the flow patterns for symmetrical
inlet feature a strong jet, which attaches quickly to one of the walls. The jet induces either one
large eddy near one of the walls or several eddies along the length of the pond. The swirling
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regions are unstable which make the flow very complex. The flow patterns are very similar at
all depths for a given model pond size. However, the eddies and swirling regions were found
to be stretched near the top compared to the bottom of the pond. In all the cases the eddies are
relatively small near the bottom. Although the flow patterns are similar at all depths of the
pond, the velocities were higher at the top compared to those near the bottom of the pond.
However, the flow patterns for a symmetrical inlet are inconsistent, which inherently results
in an unstable jet. For the asymmetrical inlet, the flows result in a stable flow pattern for a
wide range of geometric scale ratios. All cases result in one rotating cell (Figure 3). The
comparison of Cases F1S and R1S in Figure 3 shows that, as the Reynolds Number of flow
within the pond increases, the velocities at the circumference of the flow cell increase and the
flow structure stretches towards walls. Once the Reynolds Number of the flow is above a
certain value, the flow becomes stable irrespective of the size of the model pond (Figure 3).
The results in Figures 4 and 5 show that there is no further change in velocity distribution for
the cases of high Reynolds Number. The Cases R1S and R4S show the same velocity
distribution, which also shows that the numerical model could be employed with a wide range
of model pond sizes without geometric scale effects. Among other parameters, it is the flow
rate or the Reynolds Number of the flow which establishes the flow pattern of the model
pond. The flow pattern is consistent for Rec above a certain value (Figure 3). Cases F1S and
R1S have the same dimensions but result in different velocity distributions due to the
Reynolds Number of the flow within the model ponds. Case F2S, which has a Reynolds
Number = 1702, indicates the flow to be on the borderline for turbulent flow. The velocity
distribution of Case F2S is different from that for Cases R1S to R4S and shows a velocity
distribution which is more similar to Case F1S.

Table 1. Reynolds Number within model ponds for Froude Number similitude
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Average
Velocity
at 60%
Depth
(m/s)

Velocity
at Bottom
(m/s)

Inlet Jet
Reynolds
No. (Rej)

Reynolds
No. at
60%
Depth
(Rec)

Case

Inlet
velocity
(m/s)

Outlet
Velocity
(m/s)

F1

0.055

0.0096

0.00255

0.0023

618.75

146

F2

0.1015

0.019

0.0064

0.0052

4567.5

1472

F3

0.13

0.025

0.008

0.007

8359

2628.8

F4

0.152

0.02611

0.0092

0.0086

13680

4232

A

0.342

0.06868

0.01517

0.012

153900

34891

Table 2. Reynolds Number within model ponds for Reynolds Number similitude
Outlet
Velocity
(m/s)

Average
Velocity
at 60%
Depth
(m/s)

Velocity
at Bottom
(m/s)

Inlet Jet
Reynolds
No. (Rej)

Reynolds
No. at
60%
Depth
(Rec)

Case

Inlet
Velocity
(m/s)

R1

13.65

2.436

0.879

0.837

153562

50542

R2

3.2

0.607

0.234

0.2

144000

53820

R3

2.4

0.46

0.1822

0.1625

154320

59870

R4

1.699

0.285

0.1115

0.1089

152910

51290

R5

0.852

0.161

0.0531

0.052

38340

12213

A

0.342

0.06868

0.01517

0.012

153900

34891

Table 3. Reynolds Number within model ponds having asymmetrical inlet
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Outlet
Velocity
(m/s)

Average
Velocity
at 60%
Depth
(m/s)

13.57

3.02

0.974

0.6365

152662

56005

R4S

1.69

0.39

0.12

0.076

152910

55200

F1S

0.0535

0.0098

0.0026

0.00173

602

149

F2S

0.1064

0.023

0.0074

0.0042

4788

1702

Case

Inlet
Velocity
(m/s)

R1S

Velocity
at Bottom
(m/s)

Inlet Jet
Reynolds
No. (Rej)

Reynolds
No. at
60%
Depth
(Rec)

15% depth

50%depth

85% depth

Case A

Case F1

Case F2

Case F3

Case F4

Case R1

Case R2

Case R3

Case R4

Case R5

Fig 2. Simulated flow patterns for all the studied cases of symmetrical inlet
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Case F1S

Case R1S

Case F2S

Case R4S

Fig 3. Simulated flow patterns for all the studied cases of asymmetrical inlet

Case F1S

Case F2S

Case R1S

Case R4S

Fig 4. X-sectional velocity distribution at five different locations of the model
ponds

Case F1S

Case F2S

Case R1S

Case R4S

Fig 5. Velocity contour of the model ponds with asymmetrical inlet
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4. CONCLUSIONS
The following conclusions can be drawn from this study:
1234-

For very large ponds, a model pond based on Froude Number similarity leads to flows
in the laminar flow regime, which is not appropriate.
Froude Number should not be taken as the only key criterion for scale modeling of
retention ponds.
Careful consideration should be given to Reynolds Number independence.
A numerical model could be employed with a wide range of model pond sizes without
scale effects, provided the flow in the model pond is in the Reynolds Number
independent regime.
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